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“We continue to stand with Ukraine against the illegal illegitimate incursion of Russia into
Ukrainian territorial sovereignty and their attempts to destabilize Ukraine economically and
many other ways,” Trudeau said. CBC, September 22, 2017.  

Donbass

The Canadian government operates under as many double standards as that of the U.S. and
its other NATO allies.  Russia did not invade Donbass, but more than likely supplied the rebel
defenders with equipment, (much as the U.S. does globally). And what were they rebelling
against, you dare not ask?

Well,  they  rebelled  against  the  U.S.  covert  actions  against  the  democratically  elected
government of Yanukovich, not wanting the newly installed neonazi Maidan strongmen (e.g.
Arseniy Yatsenyuk) to control their region of the country. Further, the same bunch also used
language  that  indicated  they  wished  for  ethnic  cleansing  and  even  genocide  –  Yulia
Tymoshenko, the new revived darling of the western backed government, called for their
complete destruction. The criminal Saakashvili  (wanted for crimes in Georgia, his home
state)  is  attempting  to  do  something  now  that  he  has  returned  to  Cherkasy  in  the
geographical  centre  of  Ukraine,  another  CIA  sponsored  overthrow  of  their  first
internationally  illegal  operation?

The Minsk agreement is an agreement signed between Donetsk-Luhansk on one side and
Ukraine on the other, with France and Germany as co-signees – not the Russians. The
agreement  calls  for  unconditional  ceasefire,  withdrawal  of  heavy  weapons  from  the  front
line, release of prisoners of war,  and constitutional reform in Ukraine. All  of  these are
dependent on the Ukraine government in Kiev to act upon (not Russia) and they have not
acted on any of them.

Heavy  weapons  have  not  been  withdrawn  and  continue  to  fire  daily  and  nightly  from  the
front  line  into  the  Donbass  region,  mostly  at  civilian  targets.  Some  prisoners  were
exchanged, but many from the Minsk side were simply civilians rounded up to use as
‘trade’. There has been no constitutional reform from the Ukrainian Rada.

The current desire to place peacekeepers inside Donbass is  a non-starter  for  Donbass
residents  who  have  suffered  under  continual  artillery  fire  since  the  Minsk  agreement  was
signed.  If  the  peacekeepers  were  on  the  ceasefire  line,  that  might  be  acceptable,  but  for
Poroshenko that obviously recognizes that the real problem is internal rather than with
Russia.
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Canada’s integrity

So where else is Canada concerned about territorial integrity? Hmmm, perhaps Syria, with
its support for U.S. actions against Assad – nominally against terrorism, but the intelligent
broad reader would know that the real target is Assad astride a critical oil route (as well as
having ongoing troubles with Israel, the country that illegally annexed the Golan Heights, an
action that the Canadian government never criticizes.)

Or perhaps Libya? Canada was one of the lead brave bombers that destroyed that country,
aggravating the ISIS terror nexus, aggravating the immigrant problem to the EU, once again
supporting U.S. international criminal actions under the false accusation of genocide (there
wasn’t any, Gaddafi was fighting against ISIS affiliates in his eastern provinces).

Or maybe Yugoslavia/Serbia, where once again the brave Canadian bombers destroyed
civilian infrastructure and more in order to carve apart another country that did not fit the
U.S. definition of what a country should be – that is, subservient to the U.S., as Canada is.

Crimea

Trudeau and cohorts would of course cry out that Crimea is an obvious illegal international
intervention. But consider….Crimea had always wanted independence from Ukraine ever
since the fall of the Soviet Union. Twice they voted for it, twice they were denied it by
Ukraine, and Russia at that time was to weak to do anything to assist them (remember
originally Crimea had been ‘gifted’ to Ukraine by Khrushchev).

When the U.S./Yatsenyuk team overthrew the duly elected (if  corrupt) government, the
Russian forces already in Crimea blocked any attempts of  the Ukraine towards violent
actions such as happened at the Maidan, in Odessa, and in Donbass. Really they should be
thanked for the prevention of another area with a large loss of life due to U.S. imperial
desires (sort of like they should be thanked for destroying most of ISIS in Syria, you know,
the Saudi backed group the U.S. covertly supports).

It also became known that U.S. warships were bound for the Crimean port of Sevastopol, an
action prevented by the quick move of the Russian forces stationed there. What would have
happened if the U.S. had arrived first, once again violating an international boundary – well
of course, the sycophantic Canadian government would have lauded the action, while the
Ukrainian forces rampaged against all things Russian in Crimea – which is most of it.

Following that a referendum was held to know if the people wished to join with Russia. The
vast majority said yes, not at gunpoint as the western MSM wished to argue, and the
Russian Duma accepted the request.  Peaceful,  no  lives  lost,  and Crimea is  better  off than
the rest of Ukraine and the Donbass.

Trudeau can lament that all he wants, there is no way Crimea will voluntarily return to
Ukraine. But as long as the U.S. wants it, so long as the domestic Ukrainian lobby wants it,
so the lament will continue.

Economic destabilizing

If  the  actions  of  the  countries  involved  are  looked  at  closely,  the  main  economic
destabilizing factor for Ukraine has been its own actions. It was Ukraine that blocked coal
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shipments from Donbsas. It was Ukraine that stopped the farmers and citizens of Kherson
from trading with Crimea. It was Ukraine that knocked down power lines to Crimea, and cut
of water to Crimea as well as parts of Donbass. It is Ukraine that continues to shell civilian
structures in Donbass (water pumping stations, power stations, railways, schools, hospitals
et al) causing serious economic damage to that region. Donbass has not responded in kind,
and has withdrawn its heavy weapons from the contact line.

Ukraine itself has devolved into familiarity, with various oligarchs controlling the political,
industrial, and financial actions both domestically and internationally that have ruined much
of what little the Ukrainian people had. Factories are closing (lack of coal, lack of orders, for
the latter a significant part being industries that used to sell equipment to Russia). The war
effort of Kiev against Donbass is itself a costly affair, both in human lives and in economic
losses to the economy.

Canada’s Ukrainian attitude

Canada’s Ukrainian attitude – that is its anti-Russian attitude – is a combination of both
domestic politics as well as its subservient role to U.S. interests via NATO. The ultimate U.S.
goal is to deconstruct if not destroy Russia, to make it part of the U.S. empire as it tries for
global hegemony. Unfortunately for the world it is that very U.S. imperial desire that has
wreaked havoc across many countries on all continents of the world.

Personally, I support the actions of Russia in Syria, an area where they are operating within
international law, as opposed to the U.S., Canada and all the other uninvited nations fighting
– theoretically – against terrorism. Given the global method that the U.S. uses to destabilize
nations – through economics (sanctions, embargoes et al) combined with covert military
means  that  frequently  become overt  military  means  –  I  support  the  growing  positive
relations between Russia and China and their efforts at building infrastructure and economic
relationships across Eurasia (and Africa and Latin America), without using the military.

That of course is another reason for Ukraine being used as it is – to keep Eurasia from
developing independence from the U.S. economic system and the reserve currency status of
the US$. With Ukraine as another puppet U.S./EU/NATO government, it will be easier to try
and block the Chinese BRI (Belt and Road Initiative). That then spreads globally to U.S.
actions in Syria, Iran and anywhere else in the Greater Middle East where Canada plays its
supporting role in all things imperial. After all it’s only natural – the U.S. and Canada are
children of the once greatest colonial-settler imperial nation in the world, the U.K.

In short then, Canada’s Ukrainian attitude is supported by its internal Ukrainian cohort and
more broadly by its warmongering imperial backing of U.S. adventurism to capture…well,
the world.
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